We oonsider two dimensional elliptioally contoured random vector (X,Y). After reoalling briefly its definition and basio properties presented in [3] , [4]« [5] we derive essential, for our purposes, relationship between the conditional variance of X oonditioned upon 7 and the marginal density of Y. We show that the relationship is invertible,that is,that the conditional ««{variance uniquely defines marginal density (Theorem 1). We also relate funotional properties of conditional variance to the existence of higher (including exponential) moments (Theorem 2), Under assumption that higher (than of order 2) moments exist we derive formulae for higher conditional moments (Lemma 2) and relate its functional properties to the existenoe of B exp(aX 2 ), a>0, and upper bounds for the marginal density.
SOME REMARKS ON TWO DIMENSIONAL ELLIPTICALLY CONTOURED MEASURES WITH SECOND MOMENTS Introdnotion
We oonsider two dimensional elliptioally contoured random vector (X,Y). After reoalling briefly its definition and basio properties presented in [3] , [4] « [5] we derive essential, for our purposes, relationship between the conditional variance of X oonditioned upon 7 and the marginal density of Y. We show that the relationship is invertible,that is,that the conditional ««{variance uniquely defines marginal density (Theorem 1). We also relate funotional properties of conditional variance to the existence of higher (including exponential) moments (Theorem 2), Under assumption that higher (than of order 2) moments exist we derive formulae for higher conditional moments (Lemma 2) and relate its functional properties to the existenoe of B exp(aX 2 ), a>0, and upper bounds for the marginal density.
Henoe, let (X,?) be two dimensional random vector suoh that (1) EX = BY • 0, EX 2 , EY 2 <O°.
It follows from [3] , [4] , [5] that the following three conditions are equivalent 1) characteristic funotion of (X,Y) is of the-form <p x#y (e t t) =ip(s 2 6^ + 2ç er^gSt + t 2 tf|), Hanks1 transform of some positive measure. 2 2 2) there exists a linear operator A: R -" R , a random variable R, P(R ¿0) = 1, and independent of R random vector (U-pUg) uniformly distributed on the unit airole suoh that
3) Va.beR 3CeR B(X| aX+bY) •» C(aX+bY) a.s.
Random vector satisfying (1) and any of the above conditions will be referred to as elliptically contoured. We will write in short (X,Y)~BC(6 1 ). Let us note,that from 2) it follows,that if (X,Y) has an atom, this atom would be at the point (0,0). Besides, it is also known that if (X,Y) ~ BC(€i 1 ,6 2 ,q ) j tf 1t ff 2 >0j ls| |y') a.s. Then it is easy tt> notioe that
Henoe all results proved for (X,Y)~BC(1,1,0) oan be easily transformed into results for (
That is why we will be concerned in the sequel with (X,Y)~BC( 1,1,0) and not having atoms.
II. Functional properties and relationships between conditional covarianoe and marginal densities of elliptlcally contoured variables
We are going to apply in this Section Theorems 2 and 2
Proof. Using the characterization 3) of Introduction «6 get
One easily sees that B|o(e)/e| 0. Henoe we deal with e -o an expansion considered in |_8j with functions g(z) • 0, b(z) = z. Thus,from Theorem 2 in [8] ,it follows that,if only c(y) 4 0, then Y has density f suoh that the function of is absolutely continuous. Besides we have
Now, since of is integrable on R + and of >0 we deduoe that cf 0. Henoe (4) is true, provided c(yj 4 0. It is j easy, however, to notice that P(X»OJ = P(Y»0) = 0 =*P(c(Y)«*0)=0. z The fact that £ (x/c(x))dx exists for z >0 follows (4) and the fact that c(0)f(0) >0. Thus we get (3). (5) oan be easily derived from the condition 2) of Introduction. Besides it is also mentioned in [3] . (6) is a simple consequence of (4) and (5) . We get (7) ftoto t3) 'by simple integration. Assertion concerning Independence of R and (X/R,Y/R) and the distribution of (X/R,Y/R) is in fact a reformulation of the oonditlon 2) of Introduction. Q.B.D. Corollary 2.1. Functions o(z) and f(z) are almost everywhere (mod. Lebesgue measure) continuous. Besides c(z) is bounded on bounded sets.
Proof.
If H is discrete, then our assertion is obviously true, f is discontinuous at atoms of H. If U is continuous, then considering functions f_(z) « / fVr 2 -z 2 ) dHfr) z+1/n we deduce that f(z) -11m f_(z) is lower semicontinuous. Conn-»oo n tinuity of H, (7) and Fatou's lemma help us to deduce that our assertion is true as far as function f is concerned. Since 
Henoe one oan notioe that the function e(z) defines f or H similarly as a(z) defined f and H by (3) and (7). Thus one oould imagine theory similar to the one we are developing bat based on the equation (9)* However, since the function e(z)f(z) is not, in general, absolutely continuous (as of was) this theory would be much more oomplioated although more general (second moments would not be needed)* Besides flrom Theorem 2 in [8] it follows that if H is not absolutely continuous, then there do not exist functions b^ and bg such that B(x|x-t£«ign(x)) »16 b1 (Y4je.aign(X)) + o^e),
where VcpeC(R) E((p(Y+eZ.,)o, (e )/e) »0, J>1,2, Z.,=sign(X), for every cp-continuous with compact support.
The following theorem,which is very easy to prove following (3) and (4) Then, the function c is such that cf is absolutely continuous and
Proof. We will use Lemma 2 in [8] . We have then Now we need almost everywhere continuity of c2m and its boundedness on bounded sets which we prove recursively starting form c^ = c. Almost everywhere continuity of c and its boundedness on bounded sets is guaranteed by Corollary 2.1. Now we use Lemma 1 with g(z) = 0, b(z) = zc2m(z), c(z) = = c 2m+2^* ^h 01 " formulae of the lemma follow (12) after some algebra. Q.E.D. where P 1 is a polynomial of a degree 4n-1.
Sketch of the proof. If n=1, then a2(x)^0, x>M, is equivalent to c(x)^1, x ^ M. Then, for z^M, we have c(z)f(z)-f(z)< 0, z>l.i, since f(z)>0. Denote G1 (z )=c (z )f (z). Using (4) we get G.j (z) + g'| {z) /z < 0, z^M.
After applying the generalization of Gronwall's inequality (see [7] ) we get Since g(x,y)>0, (x,y)eR , and n>1, we deduce that PQ has to be nonnegative on R + . Assume that the degree (Pn) » n. We will denote this family of distributions by PG(n,a) (polynomial and Gaussian). It is easy to notioe that then the function H is absolutely continuous and has the density h of the form h(r) = 2irrPn(r 2 /2)exp(-dr 2 /2), r»0.
Besides it is also" easy to check that then the marginal density f is of the form f(x) = Qn(x 2 /2)exp(-0fx 2 /2) t for some polynomial of the same degree as the degree'of Pn.
Using (16) we get 00 " (l/9a(* 2 /2)) I S2o(z)Pn(z 2 /2+x 2 /2)exp(-ciz 2 /2)dz. 0 Notioe that s2b(x) is in fact a symmetric function. Thus function T defined by T(x 2 /2) -s2m(x)Qn(x 2 /2) exists. Since also 00 T(t) « J S 2m (8)pn(t+z 2 /2)exp(-0iz 2 /2)dz o we deduae that I is, in fact, a polynomial of the degree not exceeding n. The leading (i.e. at the highest power of t) coefficient of this polynomial is equal to a positive constant times 00 F(o<) « J S2m(x)exp(-otx 2 /2)dx. o
The function F(o<) is infinitely many times differentiable and we have 
00
-oonst(-1 ) m J s|m(x)exp(-x 2 /2)dx, conet>0. 0
Hence we oan find 01 > 0 and m (odd) such that F{o() <0. Thus for large t,|T(t) is negative. So one oan find U such that, for x>M, a2>(x)^0, Thus we have shown that for every n>1 one oan findcol and M>0 such that if (X,Y) e PG(n,«), then, for odd m, s2m(x)<0, x One oan derive also from the proof of Theorem 3 the following two corollariest Corollary 3.1. Suppose (l,Y)~ EC(1,1,0), P(X=0). = 0, BjX| m < 00 j m >0. If, for some n and M»0,
